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Synopsis
This white paper aims to provide an overview of vehicle tracking technology. It
explores the recent rise in vehicle tracking and looks at who can benefit from the
technology. It goes on to outline the key benefits of vehicle tracking and
provides guidance on how to avoid common pitfalls when choosing a vehicle
tracking provider.
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Why the rise in vehicle tracking?
The challenge facing almost every business today is how to increase efficiency
and reduce costs without sacrificing customer service.
With rocketing fuel prices, there is an increasing need to control transport costs.
In addition, as many companies now have a workforce that is based ‘on the
road’, managers have to be able to oversee their teams from a distance.
New health and safety regulations and a desire to be environmentally responsible
also mean that companies have to have complete accountability as to how their
vehicles are being managed and understand the impact that journeys have on
their business, their workforce and the environment.
These challenging issues explain why so many organisations are looking for
products and services that help them work smarter. One such product is vehicle
tracking software.
Vehicle tracking is becoming increasingly popular as it helps businesses address
these challenges, offering a fast solution and a demonstrable return on
investment.
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Who can benefit from vehicle tracking?
Vehicle tracking is used by businesses and organisations of all shapes and sizes,
across a wide range of industries. It is well-suited to organisations that have just
one vehicle or manage a large fleet.
Just about any vehicle can be fitted with tracking software including HGVs, vans,
construction plant, cars and motorbikes.
Organisations in both the public and private sector are now using vehicle
tracking to keep tighter control of their costs and day-to-day scheduling.
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Case Studies
DJ Taylor Contractors Ltd
Property Maintenance
With a 20% saving on fuel and communication costs and increased customer
satisfaction, DJ Taylor Contractors Ltd has not looked back since fitting a vehicle
tracking system.
Since installation, the company’s KPIs have improved to the point where they are
now the number one provider with many of their clients. The company has also
reported an increase in workforce motivation and a reduction in work-related
stress as they can now assign the closest engineer to attend ad-hoc and urgent
jobs.
In addition, the company has protected itself from the problem of clients not
attending a property at the pre-arranged time. They are now able to show that
they were at the location at the agreed time, allowing them to invoice the client.
This alone has covered the cost of the system.

Wright Build Limited
Building Maintenance
Manchester-based Wright Build Limited has saved up to £200k in the first 24
months after installing a fleet management system.
The system, which is fitted to 33 transit vans, has reportedly saved over £1k per
week in over-claimed overtime, 3 hours per day in unnecessary travel and has
successfully pushed productivity to record heights.
In the past the team had encountered many situations where they needed to
find a specific part in order to complete a job. The engineer would return to base
to pick up or order the part. Now, the company tracks its engineers and contacts
those that are in close proximity to enquire if they are carrying the part and a
quick exchange can be made.
The company has reported that the system has paid for itself many times over.
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Kingstown Plumbing Services
Plumbing
Vehicle tracking really proved its worth for Hull-based Kingstown Plumbing
Services when following an opportunist theft from a factory yard, the company
was able to track the vehicle and give the police its exact location. The result
was that the van was recovered by police just nine minutes after the theft. The
company avoided avoid hefty costs in replacing the van, kept downtime to a
minimum and protected their insurance premiums.
In addition, Kingstown Plumbing Services has seen many other benefits since
installing vehicle tracking including more control over day-to-day operations, the
ability to respond quickly to emergency calls and a 15% reduction in fuel bills.
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How vehicle tracking can help your
business
Vehicle tracking has a lot to offer businesses of all shapes and sizes. The benefits
include:
Reduced fuel costs
With a wealth of information at your fingertips you are better placed to make
strategic decisions about the journeys made. You can choose shorter routes,
avoid workforce overlaps and ensure that the correct operative is selected to
minimise mileage.
Increased productivity
By reducing journey times, you will see that productivity rises dramatically. In
addition, your staff are motivated to choose the most efficient routes and to
drive safely. And because you no longer need to telephone your mobile
workforce to find out their location, they can get on with their job and you can
cut time spent on the phone.
Staff benefits
Vehicle tracking offers many benefits to your workforce. It helps ensure that they
are not working too many hours in line with the Working Time Directive and can
even save money by ensuring that they claim overtime owed. It can also protect
them against hefty tax bills incurred for personal mileage.
If customers miscalculate how long an operative has been on site, for example
claiming that he was only at a job for 20 minutes when it was actually much
longer, vehicle tracking can show how long they actually were at the client’s
premises. And if a worker is stuck in traffic, you no longer need to call to find out
why they are taking longer than expected – you can see for yourself.
Vehicle protection
Many companies who have installed vehicle tracking have been able to quickly
locate stolen vehicles.
More efficient planning and allocation
With vehicle tracking in place you can ensure that each day runs as efficiently as
possible. You will be able to select the right member of staff and vehicle for each
job in order to reduce costs and improve service delivery times.
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Improves office admin
With sophisticated reporting functions, vehicle tracking software can automate
many admin processes. It also reduces the number of forms operatives have to
complete and provides accurate timesheets and overtime records.
Better customer service
With vehicle tracking you can give your customers an enhanced service by letting
them know how far away a member of the team is. You can also respond more
quickly to call-outs from customers by instantly seeing who is nearest to them.
Support your environmental policy
With information about mileage and fuel consumption, you can see where
improvements can be made to cut your carbon emissions and find the facts and
figures to demonstrate your green credentials.
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How to avoid the common pitfalls when
choosing a vehicle tracking provider
There are many different vehicle tracking products on the market but the quality
and service can vary widely. Here are some of the things to beware of when
choosing a provider.
Hidden costs
Make sure you know exactly what you are paying for. Some companies roll
airtime into leases and some will try to sell you unnecessary bolt-ons. Some
companies may also charge an annual licence fee.
Fees for upgrades
As technology changes or improves you need to know that your software will be
updated for free.
Low cost units
A low cost unit may seem enticing at first but it might not be the best solution
for your business, particularly if the product is low-quality or comes with hidden
on-going costs.
Inadequate training
To get the most from your tracking software you need to ensure that every
member of your team, from drivers to managers and admin staff, knows how to
use the kit. Check what training support your provider can offer.
Poor aftercare
Check that your vehicle tracking provider will give all the support you need after
you have purchased the software. Ensure that the company has accredited
engineers who understand the product and make sure that they offer on-site
service.
Ill-equipped sales staff
Avoid companies that use resellers to distribute their product as they might not
be able to provide you with the advice you need to make the right choices or
adequate after sales support as mentioned above.
Also avoid companies based outside the UK who may be difficult to contact and
might not understand the particular issues that businesses and drivers in the UK
face.
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Sub-standard suppliers
Sadly, there are many companies selling vehicle tracking that are just not up to
scratch. Protect yourself by choosing a company that is financially sound with a
good trading record and ask to see testimonials from previous customers. Also
ensure that the tracking units are certified before agreeing to a sale.

Summary
The benefits of vehicle tracking are clear to see and companies using the
software continue to report increased efficiencies and cost-savings.
With a little research to find the right provider, vehicle tracking can be a wise
investment for many businesses.
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Synopsis
This white paper examines how the uses of vehicle tracking technology extend
far beyond fleet management. It discusses the importance of the technology for
all areas of business operations and shows how RAM’s system minimises the time
and resources needed to manage a vehicle tracking system.
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Introducing RAM’s portal
As vehicle tracking becomes more popular with organisations seeking new ways
to cut costs and maximise efficiencies, the technology is being used for far more
than just fleet management. The key to success lies in choosing a system that is
easy to use so that its benefits can permeate throughout the entire organisation.
As the UK’s leading provider of vehicle tracking systems, RAM’s web portal
combines powerful functionality with an interface that’s incredibly simply. It can
be used by staff throughout the business to inform company strategy and
improve processes in all departments.
Promoting simplicity
RAM understands that for a company to successfully adopt new technology, it
must not be seen as a burden or ‘another thing to fill in’. RAM has therefore
created a tracking solution that adds no additional workload, administration or
paperwork for staff but instead actively saves time and helps them work more
efficiently. The portal has been designed with ‘non-techies’ in mind and new
users can get up and running straightaway.
RAM’s reporting functionality in particular is extremely intuitive with a dashboard
and timeline that allow real-time or historic data to be viewed instantly.
Alternatively, with automated reporting, information can be sent to specific users
at regular intervals. And because it can be accessed and operated from any
device with an Internet connection, staff can view information even when they
are away from the office.
Meeting the needs of customers
RAM has ensured that customer requirements have been the driving force behind
all new functionality. No features have been added just for technology’s sake.
Instead, every feature actively solves the challenges faced by business owners
and managers.
Fleet management and more
RAM’s web portal addresses a whole host of modern fleet management issues. It
can be used to track the whereabouts of vehicles, keep control of fuel costs, plan
the most efficient routes and even trigger alerts to notify managers of
unauthorised journeys. For example, it can show when a vehicle visits the
reclamation yard or is driven outside working hours.
And because of its simplicity, RAM’s tracking solution can be used by all staff
within the business, providing benefits for all departments.
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More than just fleet management
With the wealth of information that vehicle tracking provides, the scope for
improving efficiencies throughout all areas of the business is impressive.
Health & Safety
Vehicle tracking technology helps businesses maintain the health and safety of
its staff. It promotes safe driving practices and shows if drivers are spending too
many hours on the road. It can also pinpoint health and safety risks that may not
have previously been identified. For example, it may reveal that drivers are
speeding to customer appointments because not enough time is being scheduled
between jobs.
Supports company procedures
The portal can administer a range of company procedures, removing the need to
use several different systems to log information. For example, it can be used to
record when staff start and finish a shift and can track private use of company
vehicles and therefore private fuel consumption.
Despite the insights that the tracking provides, RAM has found that rather than
seeing the system as ‘big brother’, it promotes a greater appreciation of
management issues and in return staff are provided with useful performance
verification data.
Increases productivity
RAM’s vehicle tracking boosts productivity in several ways from ensuring that
employees arrive and leave sites on time, to encouraging drivers to choose the
most efficient routes. It is also ideal for monitoring the productivity of individual
vehicles or plant.
For companies using expensive plant machinery, the portal can show if plant is
sitting idle so that it can be relocated to where it is needed most. The tracking
devices can be installed without interfering with plant electronics, therefore
protecting warranties.
Protects companies against theft
Vehicle tracking technology can of course help companies trace stolen vehicles
but RAM’s technology also includes features that protect companies from the
theft of materials. This is particularly important for firms in the construction
industry where the theft of salvaged materials is often a problem. RAM’s tracking
solution makes it really easy to identify this kind of theft. The reclamation yard
can be entered as a location on the system’s map facility, triggering an alert
when a vehicle makes a journey there. Managers can then easily separate
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legitimate trips from unauthorised ones. Being able to minimise this kind of
shrinkage could make a huge difference to a company’s profitability.
Supports environmental policies
Vehicle tracking provides a wealth of data about journeys, mileage, excessive
idling and fuel consumption. Armed with this information, organisations can
make simple changes to reduce carbon emissions and run vehicles more
efficiently.
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RAM Statistics
RAM’s continued success – 7 years solid growth – is due largely to the company’s
commitment to customer service. In fact RAM is so confident in its service that
the company makes its reporting data available for any customer or potential
customer to view.
Here are just some of the statistics from the past twelve months:
•

•

RAM has over 3,000 customers, ranging fr
from companies with just one or two
vehicles to those with several hundred.
RAM works with clients in a w
wide
ide range of sectors including construction and
allied trades, demolition, waste management and environmental services,
security, retail,, transport and distribution,, sales and account management teams.
teams

•

83%
% of RAM’s customer service calls were resolved within ttwo hours.

•

RAM’s average server
erver uptime is 99.911% which as you will see from the table
below compares very favourably with the world’s highest user sites.

•

92% of RAM’s customers choose to renew their contracts.

•

Even during these straightened economic times RAM has seen a 19% increase in
new contracts.

Q3 2011 availability of high usage websites
99.98
100.00
99.80
99.60
99.40
99.20
99.00
98.80
98.60
98.40
98.20
98.00

99.97

99.96

99.90

99.86

99.69
YouTube
RAM
98.75

Facebook
Linkedin
Twitter
Benchmark Average
MySpace

Statistics for YouTube, Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter & MySpace taken from www.zdnet.com.. Statistics for RAM Tracking
provided by www.ippatrol.co.uk. Statistics collected on 07/12/2011.
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Case Studies
Limmer Roofing and AAC Road Markings
RAM customer John Capewell uses RAM’s vehicle tracking technology at his two
companies – Limmer Roofing and AAC Road Markings.
The companies trackers are used on a range of vehicles including Ford Transits,
Mercedes Vitos, an Iveco HGV and a Mercedes HGV. Accounts staff, contract
managers, contract co-ordinator and the company directors all use the system.
The system reduces fuel costs for both firms by identifying which driver is closest
to a particular job. In addition, the technology makes it easy to verify time
sheets, monitor when and where jobs have been completed and track private
mileage. The system also protects drivers when working alone by tracking their
whereabouts and providing the reassurance that they are safe.
The system helps both companies deliver excellent levels of customer service.
This is particularly important for Limmer which works with several local
authorities, schools and residential homes which expect a quick response when
roofing emergencies arise.
RAM’s technology proved incredibly valuable for AAC Road Markings during a
large project involving the road marking of a 5-acre industrial complex. The
project manager monitored the progress of the team using the portal’s Google
mapping function and was able to ensure that the team were adequately
resourced to complete the project on time.
Commenting on the technology, John said: “We had used vehicle tracking in the
past but switched to RAM because it is so much easier to use than other
versions. I know some companies worry that this kind of technology will cause
additional workload but we’ve found that the opposite is true. The product does
exactly what it says on the tin and it saves us time and money every day. In fact
the technology pays for itself instantly”.
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Viridor
Working for over 90 local authorities in an area stretching from Cornwall to
Scotland, finding a reliable and easy-to-use vehicle tracking system was a priority
for Viridor’s northern waste to energy division. The company, which is one of the
UK’s leading recycling, renewable energy and waste management companies,
now has RAM’s technology fitted to over 70 vehicles.
With trackers in place, Viridor is able to access real-time data, giving a clear
picture of the fleet’s operational status at any time. This has resulted in a
significant reduction in mileage and fuel consumption. In addition, Viridor is able
to meet its environmental commitments by running its fleet of vehicles as
efficiently as possible.
Viridor operates a ‘lone worker’ system and RAM’s technology provides extra
security for engineers working alone. If an engineer doesn’t make contact at a
pre-arranged time and cannot be reached by mobile, RAM’s real-time GPS data
can pinpoint their exact location so that they can be found.
The tracking technology has also enabled engineers to dramatically reduce
paperwork. This allows them more time to focus on their core job role. Accurate
timesheets can be generated at the touch of a button and managers can see
exactly how many hours have been worked at each site by each engineer.
With the tracking technology’s simplicity and the support of RAM’s customer
service team, Viridor has been able to integrate and operate the system with
ease. The company has seen an instant return on its investment.
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How RAM’s vehicle tracking technology
works
Despite its powerful functionality, RAM’s portal is incredibly easy to install, access
and manage. The result is a system that all members of staff can use without
adding any additional workload.
Here’s how the system works:
•

•

•

•

•

Vehicles are fitted with a GPS unit. This relays positional, speed and other data
back to RAM’s hosted servers every few seconds. Importantly, this can be done
without interfering unnecessarily with the vehicle’s electronics and thereby
ensuring warranties are protected.
The technology is fully configurable so it can be tailored to the needs of each
organisation – unlike some ‘off the shelf’ alternatives.
Once the GPS unit is installed, reports can be generated at the touch of a button.
Enhanced real-time reporting is available with easy to understand maps and
reports accessible from any computer with an Internet connection. This means
that managers can access the reporting functionality even when they are away
from the office. Reports can even be accessed via a smartphone.
With RAM’s fixed fee, customers have the peace of mind that maintenance,
developments and upgrades are all covered. In addition the system is supported
by a team of experts who ensure that clients continue to maximise the
possibilities available.
RAM are continually improving their product, adding functionality to meet clients’
evolving needs but whenever new features are added, the focus remains on
providing a product that is exceptionally easy to use.
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Summary
Vehicle tracking technology offers businesses valuable benefits that extend much
further than simply fleet management. When the technology meets business
needs and is easy to use, it becomes a really powerful business management
tool.
RAM’s system has been designed to dramatically reduce the time and resources
needed to run an effective vehicle tracking system allowing major improvements
to be made with minimum investment.
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